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Chapter 7: Advanced CSS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1 Theory: CSS Specificity   

Time for the tricky stuff; in the previous chapter a web page layout was created and manipulated using simple CSS 

rules. Unfortunately, CSS naturally gets more complicated as web page layouts become more complex and also as 

HTML elements begin to be targeted by more than one CSS rule. The problem is that many people who learn CSS 

have difficulties in grasping the specificity of CSS. This often results in unexpected and/or undesired results when 

HTML elements are targeted by multiple CSS rules. Sometimes inexperienced web developers resort to using the 

!important rule to override other CSS rules; however, not only is this not necessary, it is also considered bad 

practice! Understanding how CSS is applied is one lesson worth learning! 

CSS Selectors 

Before the specificity of CSS is examined, first it is important to understand (and examine) the types of rules that are 

available in the CSS language. These rules are actually called ‘selectors’. The most basic selector, as demonstrated 

previously, is the ‘element selector’ that is applied to all HTML elements of the same type (unless overruled by a more 

specific selector). Below is an example that would apply to all paragraph tags: 

 

 

Another type of selector is the ‘class selector’; this is used to define a CSS class which can be applied to multiple HTML 

elements, and not necessarily of the same type either. The class selector is applied to a HTML element by using the 

class="one" attribute. This example would apply to all paragraph elements with the class name ‘one’. 

 

 

The ‘ID selector’ is similar to a class selector, except that an ID should only be used once (as opposed to numerous 

times with a class). IDs are often used to identify unique divisions in a web page layout. The ID selector is applied to a 

HTML element by using the id="footer" attribute. This example would apply to the single paragraph that is marked 

with the ‘footer’ id. 

 

p{background-color:yellow;} 

 
Element Selector 

p.one{background-color:yellow;} 

 

Class Selector 

p#footer {background-color:yellow;} 

 
ID Selector 

Learning Outcomes: 

 Identify the importance of CSS specificity and the  

order of precedence in which it is applied 

 Be able to implement HTML and CSS to construct an 

advanced  three-columned web page, including the use 

of inner divisions  

Prerequisite Knowledge: 

 Complete Chapter 6 

 Be able to implement divisions and manipulate  

their position, on a web page, using CSS 

 Be able to construct simple web page layouts  

 Be able to float and clear divisions 

 

 Selector Element Contextual ID Class Attribute Specificity 
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The next selector type is the ‘contextual selector’; this is a selector type that defines the precise cascading order in 

which the CSS is applied to HTML elements. For example, this is commonly used to apply CSS to all anchor tags 

encased by list item tags. An example of this is demonstrated below: 

 

 

All of the above selectors have been demonstrated at least once in previous chapters; however, the ‘attribute selector’ 

has not previously been demonstrated. This selector can be used to target all HTML elements that use a specific 

attribute when they are defined; for example, all input elements that are of type ‘button’: 

 

 

The ‘pseudo-class selectors’ are special class types that can be used to define the behaviours of HTML elements. 

These have previously been seen when working with HTML hyperlinks; for example, to specify the properties of a link 

when active or when hovered over, etc. 

 

 

The final selector type is ‘pseudo-elements’; these are not overly common, but can still be useful in practice. These 

selector types are used to assign a style to content that does not ordinarily exist in the source document. An example 

of this would be to use the selector to address the first line only of a paragraph, as demonstrated below: 

 

 

Now that the selector types are identified, it should make the following content easier to understand! 

 

CSS Order of Specificity 

Specificity determines which CSS rules are applied by the web browser; every selector (as listed above) has a 

specificity hierarchy, and if two selectors apply to the same element, the one with the highest specificity ‘wins’, and 

thus is applied. CSS specificity often confuses beginners when they believe that a CSS rule should be applied, but 

because of this said rule, it is not. Consider the example below: 

 

 

 

 

Both of the CSS selectors above target the anchor tag, but what would the background colour be? Would it be yellow 

or green? The answer is yellow; the reason being that the ‘p a’ selector is more specific than the ‘a’ selector, winning 

the ‘duel’ and setting the background colour to yellow! Understanding this principle is essential to mastering the CSS 

language. When working with CSS specificity, here are some key rules to remember: 

li a {background-color:yellow;} 

 
Contextual Selector 

input[type=button] {background-color:yellow;} 

 
Attribute Selector 

a:visited {background-color:yellow;} 

 
Pseudo-Class Selector 

p::first-line {background-color:yellow;} 

 

Pseudo-Element 
Selector 

<p>This is a <a href="http://www.bbc.co.uk">cool</a> example!</p> 

 

a{background-color:green;} 

 

 

 

p a{background-color:yellow;} 
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 The CSS selector with the greatest specificity is applied. However, if the specificity value is equal, then 

the latest selector (in the CSS syntax) will override the previous rule and will be applied to the HTML 

document. 

 Inline CSS rules (for example, <p style="padding:5px;">) have a greater specificity than internal 

style sheets (CSS between the two <style> tags), and internal style sheets have a greater specificity 

than external style sheets. This has been explained previously! 

 The selector type is important; an ID selector is more specific than a class selector, attribute selector and 

pseudo-class selector. A class selector, attribute selector or pseudo-class selector is more specific than 

an element and a pseudo-element selector. 

 ID selectors should be used to increase the specificity, rather than using the !important rule. 

 A class selector is more specific than any combination of element selectors. 

Granted this is a lot of information to remember, but it is important and well worth spending the time to learn it property. 

To help aid the learning process, a chart below (with help from the animal kingdom) has been developed to demonstrate 

the hierarchy of specificity; spend some time examining the chart and, if time permits, try some of them out in the 

browser to see them in action.   

a 

 
 

1x element selector 
0, 0, 1 
 

p a 

 
 

2x element selector 
0, 0, 2 

.myClass 

 
1x class selector 

0, 1, 0 
 

a.myClass 

 
1x element selector 

1x class selector 
0, 1, 1 

p a.myClass

 
2x element selector 

1x class selector 
0, 1, 2 

.myClass 

.myClass 

 
2x class selector 

0, 2, 0 

p.myClass 
a.myClass

 
2x element selector 

2x class selector 
0, 2, 2 

#myID 

 
1x ID selector 

1, 0, 0 

p#myID

 
1x element selector 

1x ID selector 
1, 0, 1 

.myClass 
a#myID 

 
1x element selector 

1x class selector 
1x ID selector 

1, 1, 1 

.myClass 

.myClass 
#myID

 
2x class selector 

1x ID selector 
1, 2, 0 

#myID 
#myID 

 
2x ID selector 

2, 0, 0 

 

  

ID selectors (greatest) 

Element selectors (weakest) 

Class selectors (intermediate) 
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7.2 Practical: Advanced Web pages   

In Chapter 6 a simple web page layout was created using six divisions: the container, the header, the footer, the left 

column, the right column and the middle column. In this chapter, the same web page design will be extended to include 

more advanced features, including a gradient background, a scrolling division and several inner divisions; this will allow 

greater flexibility when adding content to the web page.   

The Advanced Layout – The Header  

Here is the plan of action – to take the design (as featured below by illustration 1) from Chapter 6 and turn it into a 

more advanced version as demonstrated by illustration 2:; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left 

header 

Left footer 

Top left 

column 

Scrollable 
right 
column 

Left 
middle 
column 

Illustration 2 – Action Plan Wireframe 

Right 

header 

Bottom left 
column Right 

middle 

column 

Gradient 

background 

Right footer Middle footer 

Illustration 1 – as featured in Chapter 6 

Header 

Footer 

Left column 
Right column 

Middle column 
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To start creating the advanced HTML page, reuse the HTML source code written for the basic layout web page (before 

any content was added) that was featured on page 9 of Chapter 6. Amend the code so that it now includes the additional 

HTML elements that are highlighted below. Alternatively, type out the source code entirely as illustrated below, being 

careful to ensure that the code is free from errors. Notice that the new amendments now include two subdivisions / 

inner divisions inside the header division; they are the ‘left_header’ and ‘right_header.’ The right header will include 

popular social media icons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

HTML Tips! 

When embedding images into web pages it is important to consider any copyright laws that may be applied 

when doing so, especially if copying and pasting from the web. If an image does not belong to the web page 

author, he or she should ask for express permission from the original image author, especially if the image is 

for commercial use. Today there are many stock photo companies that sell images for commercial use (and 

range greatly in price), and there are also many websites that provide free images and icons for free use, 

including commercial use. In any case, if using images for commercial use, be sure that it is ok to do so; 

nobody wants a law suit!  

 

However, there are some legal exceptions to using images found on the web; this is known as the ‘Fair Use’ 

policy. As the readers of this document would be using images from the web for educational and non-profit 

purposes (not to mention that it would be unlikely that the readers would publish the web page activities), 

copying images from the web for learning would be excused by the ‘Fair Use’ policy. 

 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

 <title>My First Webpage My Advanced Webpage</title> 

 <meta charset="UTF-8"> 

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="my_style_sheet.css"> 

</head> 

<body> 

       <div id="container"> 

  <div id="header"> 

 <div id="left_header"> 

<h1>The Magical Mystery Webpage!</h1> 

   </div> 

   <div id="right_header"> 

<a href="#"><img src="twitter.png" alt="Social Media"></a> 

<a href="#"><img src="facebook.png" alt="Social Media"></a> 

<a href="#"><img src="linkedin.png" alt="Social Media"></a> 

<a href="#"><img src="youtube.png" alt="Social Media"></a> 

</div> 

</div> 

<div id="left_side"></div> 

<div id="right_side"></div> 

<div id="main_placeholder"></div> 

<div id="footer"></div> 

</div> 

</body> 

</html> 
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body{ 

margin:0px; 

 padding:0px; 

 background-color:#EAF2FF; 

} 

#container{ 

 width:90%; 

 margin-left:auto; 

 margin-right:auto; 

 min-width:1024px; 

 border:1px solid black; 

 background-color:#FEFFEF; 

 height:768px; 

 margin-top:25px; 

} 

#header{ 

 height:60px; 

 width:100%; 

 border-bottom:1px dotted black; 

 background-color:#E6E9FE; 

} 

#left_side{ 

 height:75%; 

 width:20%; 

 border:1px dotted black; 

 background-color:#E6E9FE; 

 float:left; 

 margin-top:15px; 

 margin-left:15px; 

} 

#right_side{ 

 height:75%; 

 width:20%; 

 border:1px dotted black; 

 background-color:#E6E9FE; 

 float:right; 

 margin-top:15px; 

 margin-right:15px; 

} 

 

#main_placeholder{ 

 margin-left:25%; 

 margin-right:25%; 

 border:1px dotted black; 

 background-color:#E6E9FE; 

 margin-top:15px; 

 height:75%; 

} 

#footer{ 

 height:60px; 

 border:1px dotted black; 

 background-color:#E6E9FE; 

 margin-top:25px; 

 margin-left:16px; 

 margin-right:16px; 

} 

#left_header{ 

 width:75%; 

 height:50px; 

 float:left; 

 margin:4px; 

 border-bottom:1px dashed black; 

 border-top:1px dashed black; 

} 

#right_header{ 

 width:250px; 

 height:50px; 

 float:right; 

 margin:5px; 

} 

#header #left_header h1{ 

    font-family:arial, sans-serif; 

    font-size:1.5em; 

    text-align:center; 

    margin:0px; 

    padding-top:12px; 

    color:#6B6BB2; 

    text-shadow:1px 1px #000; 

} 

#header #right_header img{ 

 width:50px; 

 height:50px; 

 float:left; 

 margin-right:5px; 

margin-left:5px; 

} 

 

 

 

 

The CSS syntax below is the same as the CSS syntax written on page 10 of Chapter 6; the syntax was used to 

manipulate the HTML divisions and produce the simple web page layout. Like beforehand, either reuse the CSS 

syntax previously written (for the simple web page layout) or type it out again carefully. Save the syntax as a CSS 

file; don’t forget to link it to the HTML document, as previously shown in Chapter 4. There are also some new 

amendments to the CSS syntax; these have been highlighted in yellow for easy identification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 7.1 
Create separate HTML and CSS files and link them 
together; then add the HTML and CSS syntax 
demonstrated to the appropriate files. Test the web 
page to ensure the layout works correctly and is styled 
as expected.  Give the web page any appropriate title. 
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The Advanced Layout – The Middle Column and Google Fonts  

To improve the layout of the main content placeholder, it will be divided into two divisions; one situated to the left and 

the other to the right. This will enable content to be divided into two columns, as opposed to one. The presentation of 

the font (in the main placeholder) will also be improved by applying a Google font to the contained text. The changes 

to the HTML document are highlighted in yellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Google fonts’ is a free service that enables web designers to apply stylish and professional fonts to featured text on 

web pages. The web fonts are accessible here: https://www.google.com/fonts To apply a Google web font, simply find 

a desired font and copy the link tag provided (as demonstrated in the HTML syntax below) between the two 

<head></head> tags (in the HTML document). Finally, use the font-family CSS property and the name of the 

Google font to add it to any desired CSS selectors (illustrated in the CCS syntax on the following page); this will apply 

the Google font to chosen text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

... 

<div id="left_side"></div> 

<div id="right_side"></div> 

<div id="main_placeholder"> 

<div id="inner_left_main_placeholder"> 

      </h2>The Beatles!</h2>  

<p> The Beatles were an English rock band that formed in Liverpool, in 

 1960. With John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo Starr, 

 they became widely regarded as the greatest and most influential act of 

 the rock era.</p>    

<p> Rooted in skiffle, beat and 1950s rock and roll, the Beatles later 

    experimented with several genres, ranging from pop ballads and Indian 

    music to psychedelic and hard rock, often incorporating classical  

    elements in innovative ways.</p>  

<p> In the early 1960s, their enormous popularity first emerged as 

 "Beatlemania", but as their song writing grew in sophistication they  

  came to be perceived as an embodiment of the ideals shared by the era's 

 sociocultural revolutions.</p>  

</div> 

<div id="inner_right_main_placeholder"> 

<a href="#"><img src="tshirt.png" alt="T Shirt"></a> 

<p>Buy authentic Beatles shirts from £5.99! Click <a href="#">here</a> for 

more details</p>  

</div> 

</div> 

... 

... 

<head> 

 <title>My Advanced Webpage</title> 

 <meta charset="UTF-8"> 

 <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="my_style_sheet.css"> 

      <link href="http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Yanone+Kaffeesatz"  

      rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"> 

</head> 

... 

Link to chosen Google Font 

https://www.google.com/fonts
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#main_placeholder #inner_left_main_placeholder{ 

height:90%; 

width:68%; 

 background-color:#F0F5FF; 

float:left; 

padding:5px; 

margin-top:25px; 

margin-bottom:25px; 

margin-left:10px; 

border:1px dotted black; 

border-radius:25px; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

} 

#main_placeholder #inner_left_main_placeholder h2{ 

color:#6B6BB2; 

 text-shadow:1px 1px #000; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.8em; 

} 

 

Border Radius Property 

Google Font name 

Below is the CSS syntax that is used to manipulate the two inner divisions, found inside the main placeholder. Most of 

the properties here have been seen before, except for the border-radius property. This CSS property is used to 

curve the corner edges of a division by specifying the radius in pixels. The greater number of pixels, the larger the 

curve (on each corner) will appear. The two ID selectors (for example, #main_placeholder 

#inner_left_main_placeholder) state that the selector is very specific; doing so will resolve any CSS conflicts 

that otherwise may occur. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

     

 

 

 

Activity 7.2 

Amend the web page from 

7.1 so that the web page 

now includes two inner 

divisions, situated to the 

inside left and right of the 

main container. Add some 

content to both containers, 

including a heading and an 

image; the content can be 

based on any appropriate 

topic, but it should match the 

title of the web page. Use 

CSS to style the containers so 

that they fit the web page 

theme. Use the border-

radius property to round 

the edge of both inner 

divisions. 

#main_placeholder #inner_right_main_placeholder{ 

height:90%; 

width:25%; 

 background-color:#F0F5FF; 

float:right; 

padding:3px; 

margin-top:25px; 

margin-bottom:25px; 

margin-right:10px; 

border:1px dotted black; 

border-radius:25px; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

} 

#main_placeholder #inner_right_main_placeholder img{ 

margin-top:20px; 

width:80%; 

} 

#main_placeholder #inner_right_main_placeholder a{ 

text-decoration:none; 

color:black; 

} 

#main_placeholder #inner_right_main_placeholder a:hover{ 

text-decoration:underline; 

color:green; 

} 

 

Google Font name 
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The Advanced Layout – The Left Column 

The left column will be divided into two inner divisions; this is similar to the inner divisions that were placed inside the 

main content placeholder previously, except for this time, the divisions will be vertically aligned, as opposed to 

horizontally. The amended HTML code is demonstrated (and highlighted in yellow) in the syntax below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

... 

<div id="left_side"> 

<div id="top_inner_left_side"> 

<ul> 

   <li><a href=" http://www.thebeatles.com">The Beatles.com</a></li> 

   <li><a href=" http://www.thebeatles.com">John Lennon.com</a></li> 

<li><a href=" http://www.paulmccartney.com">Paul McCartney.com</a></li> 

<li><a href=" http://www.mtv.co.uk/music">MTV</a></li> 

</ul> 

</div> 

<div id="bottom_inner_left_side"> 

<h2>Beatle Fact Shee</h2> 

<p><b>Origin:</b>Liverpool</p> 

<p><b>Members:</b>John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, George Harrison, 

 Pete Best, Stuart Sutcliffe</p> 

<p><b>Record labels:</b>EMI, Odeon Records, Polydor Records</p> 

<p><b>Genre:</b>Liverpool</p> 

</div> 

</div> 

... 

Illustration of the Left Column – The CSS 

syntax used is on the proceeding page 
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Below is the CSS syntax that is used to manipulate the two divisions inside the left column. There are no new CSS 

properties and thus all should look familiar. Again, ID selectors are used twice to ensure that the correct CSS is applied 

to the correct parts of the web page, including the navigation bar. A Google font is also applied to the content.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#left_side #top_inner_left_side{ 

width:80%; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

margin-top:10px; 

margin-bottom:10px; 

border:1px solid green; 

} 

#left_side #top_inner_left_side ul{ 

list-style-type:none; 

margin:0px; 

padding:0px; 

} 

#left_side #top_inner_left_side a:link, #left_side #top_inner_left_side a:visited{ 

font-family:arial, sans-serif; 

font-size:1em; 

display:block; 

width:100%; 

background-color:#EBD6FF; 

color:#935ACC; 

text-align:center; 

padding-top:15px; 

text-decoration:none; 

height:30px; 

border-bottom:1px dotted gray; 

} 

#left_side #top_inner_left_side a:hover, #left_side #top_inner_left_side a:active{ 

background-color:#E6E9FE; 

text-decoration:underline; 

} 

#left_side #bottom_inner_left_side { 

width:80%; 

height:60%; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

margin-top:10px; 

margin-bottom:10px; 

border:1px solid green; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

} 

 

 

Activity 7.3 

Amend the web page from 7.2 so that the web page now includes two inner 
divisions, situated to the inside top and bottom of the left container. Add a 
navigation bar to the top container so that it includes at least four hyperlinks to 
other websites. Add some content to the bottom container (the topic should match 
the rest of the web page). Style the containers so that they match the web page 
theme and are visually attractive.  
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#right_side #inner_right_side{ 

width:85%; 

height:40%; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

margin-top:10px; 

border:1px solid black; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

overflow:auto; 

} 

 

The Advanced Layout – The Right Column 

The right column will include a single inner division that features scrollable content; in other words, some of the content 

is hidden from view until the user scrolls further down using the scrollbar. This result is achieved easily by using the 

overflow property, a property that is used to control content that may be too large for a HTML element, usually a 

division. This property can be set with several useful values, including ‘visible’ (to show all content by rendering any 

overflow outside the elements box; this is default), ‘hidden’ (the overflow is clipped from view), ‘scroll’ (the overflow is 

clipped from view, and a scrollbar is added to see the remaining content) and ‘auto’ (if there is any overflow a scroll 

bar is added; this differs from ‘scroll’ which will add scroll bars whether there is any overflow or not). The amended 

HTML code is demonstrated (and highlighted in yellow) in the syntax below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The additional CSS syntax, used to manipulate the inner right division:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

... 
<div id="right_side"> 

<div id="inner_right_side"> 
<h2>The Albums</h2> 
<p><b>Please Please Me</b> - 1963 - £7.99</p> 
<p><b>A Hard Day’s Night</b> - 1964 - £5.99</p> 
<p><b>Rubber Soul</b> - 1965 - £7.99</p> 
<p><b>Revolver</b> - 1966 - £9.99</p> 
<p><b>Magical Mystery Tour</b> - 1967 - £4.99</p> 
<p><b>The White Album</b> - 1968 - £7.99</p> 
<p><b>Abbey Road</b> - 1969 - £7.99</p> 
<p><b>Let It Be</b> - 1970 - £8.99</p> 
<p><b>Hey Jude</b> - 1970 - £4.99</p> 

</div> 
</div> 
... 

Activity 7.4 

Amend the web page from 

7.3 so that the web page 

now includes an inner division 

inside the right column. This 

division should include 

enough content so that it can 

be made scrollable. Both the 

content and style should 

match the website theme. 
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The Advanced Layout – The Footer 

To finalise the layout of the web page, the footer will be divided into three sections: a left section, a right section and a 

centre section. This will be achieved by creating three inner divisions inside the main footer placeholder and positioning 

them accordingly. The amended HTML code, for the footer, is demonstrated (and highlighted in yellow) in the syntax 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CSS syntax used to style the footer placeholder is shown below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

... 

<div id="footer"> 

<div id="footer_inner_left_side"> 

<p><a href="mailto:beatles@testweb.com">beatles@testweb.com</a></p> 

</div> 

<div id="footer_inner_right_side"> 

<p>&copy;The Magic Mystery Webpage 2015</p> 

</div> 

<div id="footer_inner_centre"> 

<p>Beatles available on iTumes and Google Play</p> 

</div> 

</div> 

... 

#footer #footer_inner_left_side{ 

width:30%; 

height:80%; 

float:left; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

margin-top:5px; 

} 

#footer #footer_inner_right_side{ 

width:30%; 

height:80%; 

float:right; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

margin-top:5px; 

} 

 

#footer #footer_inner_centre{ 

width:30%; 

height:80%; 

margin-left:31%; 

margin-right:31%; 

text-align:center; 

font-family:'Yanone Kaffeesatz', sans-serif; 

font-size:1.2em; 

margin-top:5px; 

} 

 

Activity 7.5 

Amend the web page from 

7.4 so that the web page now 

includes a footer divided into 

three sections: left, right and 

centre. Add some content to 

each section; the content can 

be on any topic, but should be 

related to the website theme. 
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The Advanced Layout – The Gradient Background 

To complete the web page, one last finishing touch will be applied: a ‘professional 

looking’ gradient background. This technique is simple, but the visual result is very 

effective. To apply a gradient background, firstly create a gradient image (as 

illustrated to the left), approximately 10 pixels by 350 and save it as a *.png or *.jpg file. 

To create the gradient image, use some photo-imaging software, such as Photoshop, or the free 

alternative, GIMP. Both of these programs contain a gradient tool that can be used to create simple 

gradient images. Demonstrating how to do this is beyond the scope of this text; however, there are 

numerous free tutorials on the web that are easy enough to follow and will clearly demonstrate exactly 

how to create gradient images. 

When creating the gradient image, it is important that the bottom of the gradient matches the exact 

same colour as the background colour of the web page, otherwise there will be a clear visual 

discrepancy. In the above web page example, the main body of the web page has a background colour 

of #EAF2FF; therefore, the bottom of the image must match this colour. The colour at the start of the 

image can be anything, although a darker shade of the web page background colour is usually 

appeaLing.   

There are two CSS properties that are necessary to create a gradient background on a web page: 

background-image and background-repeat. The first property sets the 

location of the background image (in this example, in the same directory as the 

web page), the second instructs the browser on how to repeat the background 

image; this property can be set to ‘repeat-x’ (which means repeat horizontally) or ‘repeat-y’ (which means repeat 

vertically). In this case, the horizontal repeating is the desired effect and thus the property is set to ‘repeat-x’ (as 

demonstrated below in the proceeding CSS syntax). Below is the amended CSS syntax that is applied to the body 

element (the changes are highlighted in yellow):  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

In the syntax above, there is a third CSS property that has been added: the background-attachment property. To 

see the full effects of this property, the height of the web page needs to be increased so that the web page becomes 

vertically scrollable; once the web page is scrollable, as this property is set to ‘fixed’, the background will never move 

from view, even when the user scrolls further down the web page. If this property is not set, the background will 

disappear as the user moves the web page downwards. A full screen-print of the completed web page is shown on the 

next page.   

Bottom gradient 

#EAF2FF 

Top gradient 

  #708EFF 

Activity 7.6 

Amend the web page from  

7.5 so that the web page now 

includes a gradient 

background. Ensure that the 

colours match so that there 

are no visual discrepancies. 

body{ 

margin:0px; 

padding:0px; 

background-color:#EAF2FF; 

background-image:url('bg.png'); 

background-repeat:repeat-x; 

background-attachment:fixed; 

} 
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7.3 Theory: Working With Images   

Positioning Images 

In Chapter 6, it was demonstrated that images can be positioned either to the left or right of a 

containing element, by using the CSS float property and setting the value accordingly. 

However, centring images can sometimes be problematic, especially if the desired effect is to 

only centre the image and not all the contained content. For example, the CSS syntax below 

would result in the heading,  image and paragraph being centred, and not just the image.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

So maybe, if the text-align property was applied to the image only, this would result in only 

the image being centred? Unfortunately, this is not the case, an image is not text and thus the 

property will not work as expected. See below; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, to centre an image, one technique is to change the display type to block and then 

set the left and right margins to auto. This will result in only the image being centred, not the 

entire content. See below; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#mydiv{ 

width:300px; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

border:1px solid black; 

text-align:center; 

} 

 

HTML Tips! 

When using images 

in a web page, there 

are some 

considerations that 

are worth noting. 

Firstly, the most 

common image 

types on the web 

are *.jpg, *.gif and 

*.png. There are 

other less popular 

formats, but there is 

normally good 

reason to why they 

are less popular; for 

example, *.bmp is 

not common 

because the images 

tend to be very 

large in file size. 

 

When using images, 

be aware that they 

are much larger in 

file size than text; 

this means that lots 

of large images can 

reduce the 

performance of a 

web page and thus 

may result in slow 

load times.  

 

Image optimisation 

is a process that 

concentrates on a 

median between 

image quality and 

image file size; 

naturally, as file size 

decreases so does 

quality. That being 

said, it is important 

to find a healthy 

balance between 

the two; thankfully 

there are many 

websites that 

provide a free 

image optimisation 

service! 

 

#mydiv{ 

width:300px; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

border:1px solid black; 

} 

img{ 

display:block; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

} 

 

 

#mydiv{ 

width:300px; 

margin-left:auto; 

margin-right:auto; 

border:1px solid black; 

} 

img{ 

text-align:center; 

} 
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7.4 Theory: Navigating Directories   

When linking web pages together (using hyperlinks) there are two types of links that can be used: absolute and relative. 

An absolute link is often used when pointing to an entirely new website; for example, http://www.bbc.co.uk would be 

considered as an absolute link. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A relative link gives a partial link and is used to determine the location of the next file, based on the current file’s location 

on the webserver. These types of links are naturally more complex to understand, but are used to point to files that are 

found on the same webserver, usually part of the same website. The reason relative paths are used is because they 

are faster than absolute paths; this is because the browser does not need to leave the server and contact the DNS 

server to find out the location of the next file, as the next file is located on the same server. The best way to explain 

how to navigate a directory is by using an example; therefore, consider the folder structure that is illustrated in the 

above diagram. Once you have examined this, consider the following relative links: 

 

 

  

index.html contact.html 

events.html 

news.html about.html 

HTML Tips! 

When navigating directories, consider the 

following conventions; 

/ - navigate forward into a directory 

../ - navigate up a single directory 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
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Directory Examples 

To navigate from the ‘index.html’ web page to the ‘contact.html’ web page (both web pages in the same directory, 

‘root’), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="contact.html">Contact Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘about.html’ web page to the ‘index.html’ web page (located in the ‘root’ directory, one level/folder 

above the ‘info’ directory), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="../index.html">Index Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘events.html’ web page to the ‘index.html’ web page (located in the ‘root’ directory two 

levels/folders above the ‘tasks’ directory), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="../../index.html">Index Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘index.html’ web page to the ‘about.html’ web page (by navigating one directory forward into the 

‘info’ directory), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="info/about.html">About Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘index.html’ web page to the ‘events.html’ web page (by navigating two directories forward into 

the ‘tasks’ directory), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="media/tasks/events.html">Events Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘news.html’ web page to the ‘about.html’ web page (by navigating up one directory into ‘root’ and 

then forward one directory into ‘info’), then the proceeding hyperlink would be used: 

<a href="..//info/about.html">About Page</a> 

To navigate from the ‘events.html’ web page to the ‘contact.html’ web page, a web programmer could use the forward 

slash before the link to tell the browser to navigate back to the root directory (topmost directory) first, before navigating 

forward into a new directory. This is demonstrated below with the proceeding hyperlink: 

<a href="/info/about.html">About Page</a> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

HTML Tips! 

The anchor tag is not just used for standard document hyperlinks, it 

can also be used for bookmarks (quick links to locations in a single 

web page as demonstrated in Chapter 2) and to reference email 

addresses (which once clicked, will instruct the browser to activate the 

computer’s default mail client for composing and sending an email). 

To reference an email address, the keyword ‘mailto:’ is used: 

 
<a href="mailto:Joe@example.com">Joe@example.xom</a> 
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7.5 Practical: Website Project    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Project 

Create a five-page website that demonstrates a range of techniques learnt from this and previous chapters. 
The website can be based on any topic; however, the topic must be appropriate, substantial enough to fill 
five web pages with information and meet the specification that below:  

 Design a wireframe, before construction of the web pages, which illustrates the desired visual 
output. Consider the divisions that would be needed and how they would be formatted. An 
example wireframe is illustrated on page 4 of this chapter. 

 The website should have a visual theme that is consistent on every page; therefore, the CSS syntax 
for all five pages should be kept in a single, external CSS file that all pages are linked to directly. 

 The website should have a suitable title that is clearly visible on every web page. 

 The website should have a suitable and consistent navigation system that allows every web page 
(out of the five) to be accessed, regardless of the current page that is open. 

 The website should include a header and footer, each containing more than one section; for 
example, a left and right footer. The information that is displayed in the header/footer should be 
consistent on all five web pages. 

 Each web page should contain unique information that is related to the overall website theme; the 
website content should include at least one table, one list and one image. Appropriate CSS must be 
applied so that the content visually complements the website theme. 

 Finally, imagine that this website was built for a real-life client; perhaps ask a peer to review the 
website created on their behalf. Based on any feedback given, would they be happy with the 
quality of work that has been produced? Are there any improvements that could be actioned? If so, 
make them! 

 

Chapter Summary 
 

 There are many selector types available in CSS; the most common are element, class, ID and 

contextual selectors. 

 CSS specificity determines which CSS rules are applied by the web browser; every selector has a 

specificity hierarchy, and if two selectors apply to the same element, the one with the highest 

specificity ‘wins’ and thus is applied. For example, this selector ‘#my_id ul’ would be considered 

more specific than this selector ‘ul’. 

 When placing divisions inside other divisions, to make the CSS more specific, use both IDs of the 

inner and outer divisions; for example, ‘#inner_div #outer_div p’. This will help to ensure no 

conflicts occur between CSS selectors and also that the results are as expected. 

 The border-radius property is a CSS property that is used to curve the corner edges of a 

division, by specifying the radius in pixels. 

 The overflow property can be used to hide any additional overflow from sight of the user. 

 The background-image and background-repeat properties can be used to add a background 

to a web page; gradient images are particularly effective. 

 Centring images can sometimes be tricky; a sure method is to set the display property (of the 

image) to ‘block’ and the left and right margins (of the image) to ‘auto’. 

 There are two types of links: relative and absolute. An absolute link is often used when pointing 

to an entirely new website. A relative link gives a partial link and is used to determine the location 

of the next file on the same webserver. 

 When using relative links, use the forward slash (/) to navigate forward into a single directory and 

use two dots and a forward slash (../) to navigate up a single directory. 

 


